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Introduction
PEDOT:PSS [poly (3, 4−ethylenedioxythiophene) poly (sty− renesulfonate)] is a polymer commonly used in the manu− facturing of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), where it works as a hole injector [1] . We have initiated a study of the properties of PEDOT:PSS surfaces on several LC materials. This paper shows the preliminary results of this study ap− plied to nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) and antiferroelectric liquid crystals (AFLCs).
Conventional alignment techniques used with liquid crystal (LC) devices are buffered polyimide or Nylon coat− ing of the surfaces. In order to improve the contrast of LCs displays, we have previously studied the use of dissimilar alignment conditioning the two aligning surfaces [2] . We used, as a reference, one substrate coated with rubbed Nylon 6 and the other coated with polyimide, un−rubbed Nylon 6, angular evaporated SiO X or fluorinated co−block polymers [3] . These configurations all improved the alignment of the AFLCs and produced an important reduction of the inherent AFLC pretransitional effect, increasing substantially the contrast. In addition, a voltage shift of the AFLC electro−op− tic response was observed in all cases [4] . This asymmetric response leads to a number of new addressing modes, rang− ing from quasi−static multi−stable images with no holding (bias) voltage, to low power consumption passively−addres− sed multiplexed video−rate displays [5] .
In analogy to these previous works in this paper we pres− ent an asymmetric structure, but with the added feature that the surfactant is a conductor.
From the electrical behaviour of the PEDOT:PSS one could expect that the injected charges in the PEDOT:PSS would induce a shift of the opto−electrical response [6] . In order to analyze this effect separately from the effect of spontaneous polarization of the antiferroelectric liquid crys− tal, both cells with NLC and AFLC have been studied.
We have carried out experiments varying the PEDOT: PSS layer thickness in order to analyze its effect on the elec− tro−optical response. In a final experiment, we have per− formed preliminary studies of the PEDOT:PSS conductivity and its possible use as an electrode; in all experiments we have observed a certain ability of buffered layers of PEDOT:PSS as aligning layer.
Experimental
The asymmetric cells consist of a rubbed and cured spin− −coated Nylon 6 (14 g/L) layer on one of the ITO−Glass sub− strates, and on the other, rubbed and cured spin coated PEDOT:PSS layer (or several layers). The cured PEDOT: PSS single layers were measured to be 60-80 nm thick. A linear relationship between number of layers and total thickness was established.
Two different liquid crystals were used, Chisso 4001 as antiferroelectric mixture and K15 (CB5) as nematic crystal.
Conduction experiments have been done using the same configuration as before, but using glass without ITO on the PEDOT:PPS side. Finally, symmetric cells, PEDOT:PSS only, were also tested these cells aligned K15 well, but pro− vided only a poor alignment of Chisso 4001.
Nematic liquid crystal (K15 CB5)
The configuration of these cells was with one PEDOT: PSS layer only and the nematic K15 (CB5). The cell thick− ness was 4 µm. The substrates were buffered in an anti−par− allel manner and the structure of the cell was homogeneous. Figure 1 shows the electro optical response of the cell pla− ced at 45°between crossed polarisers. Applying a low fre− quency triangular waveform of 0.1 Hz [ Fig. 1(a) ], the cell behaves like a variable linear retarder. When unswitched, the retardation of the cell exceeds p and thus upon switching the retardation is reduced to p corresponding to the peaks seen in the figure. Increasing the applied voltage, the bi− refringence and hence the transmission is reduced, until the cell is fully switched.
Antiferroelectric liquid crystal (CS4001)
Three different configurations employing AFLC and PEDOT:PSS were studied: l GLASS/ITO/PEDOT (1 layer)/CS4001/Ny6/ITO/ GLASS -identical cells as in the NLC experiments where filled with the AFLC CS4001, but 1.5−µm thick− ness. The electro−optical response was analyzed by a dy− namic characterization [ Fig. 2(a) ] and the hysteresis curve was obtained [ Fig. 2(b) ]. One can observe a shift of 1.5 V of the hysteresis curve towards negative volt− ages. The negative shift of the hysteresis curve increased with the time, the cell was exposed to a saturating trian− gular waveform (35−V amplitude). A shift of initially 1.5 V increased to 2.9 V in the first ten minutes and re− mained stable hence forth [ Fig. 2(c) ]. If the cell is un− plugged, it returns to its virgin state in a few hours. l GLASS/ITO/PEDOT (10 layers)/CS4001/Ny6/ITO/ GLASS -in order to study the effect of the thickness of the PEDOT:PSS layer, a series of cells with varying thick− ness of PEDOT:PSS layer was prepared by spin coating and curing additional layers on top of previously cured PEDOT:PSS layers. Here, the results of ten layers are shown. The application of multiple layers is compromised by a reduction in homogeneity of the substrate surface, and assays showed that 10 layers of spin−coated PEDOT:PSS was close to the optimum. It is possible that optimising further thicker homogenous PEDOT: PSS lay− ers can be achieved. The interesting difference with the 1−layer cells is the dynamic response [ Fig. 3(a) ], where the grey−levels are becoming quasi stable, and making a true zero−bias multiplexed display possible. The large volts−shift results in more stabilized grey−levels, which leads to a brighter display. The waveform used is almost identical to the 1−layer case. The unique difference is the voltage of the selection pulse (28 V and 36 V for 1 layer and 10 layers, respectively). The shift of the hysteresis curve was measured and an initial value of 2.8 V was ob− tained [ Fig. 3(b) ], with a temporal development very simi− lar to that of the samples with one PEDOT:PSS layer. The shift stabilized at 4.2 V after 10 minutes [ Fig. 3(c) ].
l GLASS/PEDOT (5 layers)/CS4001/Ny6/ITO/GLASSthis configuration is particularly interesting because of the absence of ITO on one of the glasses, i.e., the PEDOT serves the double purpose of alignment layer and electrode. We have obtained an initial shift of 2.0 V of the hysteresis curve [ Fig. 4(b) ]. The dynamic re− sponse of the display is shown in Fig. 4(a) . Clearly an improved stabilization of the grey−levels with respect to the ITO−1 layer PEDOT is achieved, however, the volt− ages needed to generate the grey−levels with a 220−µs se− lection time were unacceptable, and thus the selection time was increased to 1 ms. This configuration makes a cell brighter than the ITO−1 layer PEDOT but less than ITO−10 layers PEDOT. Figure 4(c) shows the time evo− lution of the shift of the hysteresis curve. The initial value is 2.0 V and it displaces to 2.5 V. Table 1 summarises the different initial shifts and the time evolution of the above mentioned configurations. Clearly, the initial shift increases with the number of layers. However, the temporal shift is the same in the 1−layer and 10−layer cases. In all cases, this stabilization occurs at the first five or ten minutes. In the 1− and 10−layers, the shift slides 1.4 V. But in the 5−layer case (without ITO in one of their plates), the temporal shift is only 0.5 V. Therefore, the shift of the hysteresis curve is stabilized in the first minutes that the cell is connected, but the tempo− ral change in the shift in the 1− and 10−layer cases is greater than the 5 layers without ITO case. Table 2 shows the dependence of the dynamic contrast ratio with the number of PEDOT:PSS layers. It is clear that the higher number of PEDOT:PSS layers lead to a better alignment of the AFLC and thus to a better contrast (see also the 1− and 10−layer case). The 5 PEDOT:PSS−layer case is not comparable with the other cases due to its waveform is so different. A wider selection pulse was needed to stabilize the grey levels. dependent of the voltage polarization. But when a PEDOT: PSS layer is inserted between ITO and NLC on one of the two substrates, it induces an asymmetry as seen in Fig. 1 , i.e., the electro−optical response depends on the voltage po− larization.
The shifted hysteresis curves of NLC and AFLC can conceptually be explained with the model developed by Alexe−Ionescu and Strangi and co−workers [7, 8] studying a WO 3 layer between ITO and LC. In their model the polar− ization convention used is in opposite to ours. We use the Nylon electrode as reference, i.e., positive polarization re− fers to a positive field applied to the Nylon covered elec− trode.
In the NLC case, the induced asymmetry is due to the asymmetric creation or annihilation of holes in the PEDOT: PSS layer and their movements whereas the negative charges are essentially fixed.
When applying a positive field to the PEDOT:PSS elec− trode (a negative field to the Nylon electrode), the PEDOT: PSS layer will become depleted of electrons and thus the number of charges, and hence the capacitance of the PEDOT: PSS layer will reduce, and a larger potential drop over the PEDOT:PSS will be the result. Increasing the frequency of the triangular wave to 1 Hz, a degree of hysteresis can be ob− served [ Fig. 1(b) ], which we interpret as the capacitance of the PEDOT:PSS can no longer charge and discharge with the applied field, and thus the shielding becomes persistent.
In order for the shielding to be similar when inverting the polarisation (a positive field to the opposing Nylon elec− trode) holes from the PEDOT:PSS layer would have to be extracted, which appears not to happen. Thus, the elec− tro−optical response is similar to that of a symmetric cell, as the capacitance of the negatively charged PEDOT:PSS is similar to that of Nylon. l electrode patterning using inkjet technology, l inexpensive application of electrodes to almost any kind of materials, such as plastics or quartz [10] . It is our in− tention to continue a line of investigation into other polymer conductors in liquid crystal devices.
